
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

REPORT TO: Audit and Governance Committee 
 
MEETING DATE: 18 November 2014 
 
BY: Director of Health and Social Care Partnership 
    
SUBJECT:  Self Directed Support (Audit Scotland, June 2014) 
  
 
1 PURPOSE 

1.1 To provide the Audit & Governance Committee with a summary of the 
Audit Scotland report, ‘Self Directed Support’. 

 

2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 It is recommended that the Audit & Governance Committee notes the 
report and the two supplements. 

 

3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 The Self Directed Support (Scotland) Act 2013 was introduced in April 
2014. The Act ensures the right for individuals to have greater choice 
and control over their support and promotes a shift towards support 
which is outcome based. 

3.2 Audit Scotland published ‘Self Directed Support’ in June 2014. The report 
highlighted the substantial amount of work that councils still need to do to 
implement Self Directed Support (SDS) and the need for effective 
leadership from senior managers and councillors to support the cultural 
and practical changes. 

3.3 The report highlighted a number of recommendations for councils: 

• Councils should ensure that they have a clear pan and effective 
arrangements for managing the risks to successfully implementing 
SDS. They should monitor the risks regularly, and keep 
councillors and senior managers informed of progress 

• Financial plans should indicate how money will be allocated to pay 
for support for everyone who is eligible as demand for services 
increases. The plans should also include how and when to stop 



spending on existing services if too few people choose to use 
them and plans to develop and invest in new forms of support for 
people with social care needs. 

• Assess and report on the short and long term risks and benefits of 
the way they have chosen to allocate money to support 
individuals. Councils should monitor and report on budgets and 
spending on social care services 

• The council should adopt a more co productive approach with 
people who need support, their carers and their families, providers 
and communities, to involve them in planning, agreeing and 
implementing SDS strategies. As part of the assessment process 
it should be explained what SDS may mean for them and to help 
them think creatively about what services would have the most 
positive impact on their lives. 

• People who need support, their carers and families, third and 
private sector providers, local businesses and communities 
develop a strategy for what social carer services and support will 
be available to people in the future.  

3.4 The report also contained two supplements – issues for councillors and 
self assessment checklist for council officers. The issues for councillors 
sets out some issues councillors may wish to consider in relation to 
implementation and progress of SDS. The checklist for officers provides 
an opportunity to reflect on progress on implementing SDS. It will also 
support officers to identify what actions need to be taken. 

The East Lothian position 

3.5 Within Children’s and Adults Wellbeing there are 2 implementation 
groups which oversee the progress and implementation of SDS. The lead 
officer for the council is Trish Leddy (Adult Wellbeing). SDS will continue 
to underpin all council strategies. 

Children’s Well Being  

3.6 Children’s Wellbeing has adopted a phased approach to implementing 
SDS and have prioritised implementation for children and young people 
with a disability. Progress has been made in the areas of co-production 
with families and partner agencies, assessment, support planning and the 
development of a resource allocation system. Future priorities include 
implementing the resource allocation system, commissioning and 
exploring opportunities for implementation of SDS across the service. 

Adult Well Being 

3.7 Since April 2014 SDS assessments have been offered to all community 
care clients who present as new referrals or require a review. There has 
been a robust training programme is place for front line staff which 
consisted of five modules. Phase 2 of the training programme is being 
finalised. 



3.8 Prior to implementation we hosted a number of stakeholder events to 
discuss how we proposed to implement SDS. In addition we have hosted 
8 engagement events which attracted people who use services, 
parents/carers and the third sector. The purpose of these events was to 
share our approach to SDS, to inform people of the process and support 
people to be more outcome focussed. 

3.9 Regular updates on progress have been provided to the AWB 
management team and the councillor responsible for Health and Social 
Care. 

 

4 POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

4.1 Council Officers from CWB and AWB completed Supplement 2 and 
identified that the following actions need to be taken: 

Leadership 

Elected members and senior managers will need to embed and promote 
a shared vision of self directed support. 

Embedding a culture across the health and social care partnership 
that supports the principles of SDS 

• Leadership is a critical element having completed phase one of our 
learning and development plan. Phase one focused on he practical 
application of the principles underpinning self directed support and the 
operational systems and process. As part of phase two we are 
discussing with JIT and Thistle along with other stakeholders LCIL, 
Housing how we can support ‘good conversations’ further by developing 
a leadership programme for frontline manages across health and social 
care as well as more strategic element. 

Operational requirements 

• Further development of our approach for in house provider services,  OT 
services, crisis response and telecare. 

• Wider implementation across CWB. At present SDS only applies to 
children and families with a disability 

 Managing risk 

• Considering the interface between Self Directed Support and Adult 
Protection  embedding a risk enablement approach in process and 
practice. 

• Contributing to the national work on Risk enablement. Building on the 
Lothian’s work stream and approach to risk. 

• Monitoring budgets and ensuring arrangements for managing budgets 
promotes choice and service user empowerment. 



Financial sustainability 

• Having developed  an equivalence model RAS, evaluating its 
effectiveness  and reliability to inform budget management. 

Co production 

• Further stake holder events and communication to inform and promote 
person centred approaches and self directed support. This includes NHS 
and the third sector. 

• Continued user and carer involvement 

Commissioning opportunities 

• Working with the independent/ third sector considering how best we can 
commission for outcomes.  

• Supporting the independent sector in East Lothian tackle the issue of 
recruitment  for critical staff to stimulate the market. 

• Consider how brokerage models of support, ISFs could support further in 
developing the offer in East Lothian. 

• How strategic commissioning and procurement is addressed in the 
context of personalisation and the integration of health and social care. 

Outcomes  

• Further work to identify quantative and qualitative outcomes. 

• A funded  place has been requested on the Personal outcomes course 
funded by Scottish Government and facilitated through Edinburgh 
university to inform and  develop local intelligence further 

 

5 EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

5.1  An equalities assessment was completed by the Scottish Government on 
the SDS Act. East Lothian Council carried out an equalities impact 
assessment on April 16 2012 and no negative impacts have been found. 

 

6 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 Financial – A request for an additional £270,000 (£90,000 CWB and 
£180,000 AWB) has been submitted to the Scottish Government for SDS 
transformation resource. 

6.2 Personnel – A recent service review was completed in AWB and 
identified the need to change the name of the community care brokers to 
self directed support brokers and recruit an additional member of staff. 
This will further support AWB’s ability to deliver SDS. 



6.3 We may need to consider staffing structures further within Adult 
Wellbeing to support the ongoing implementation of Self Directed 
Support. 

6.4 Other – not applicable 

 

7 BACKGROUND PAPERS  

7.1 Self Directed Support; Audit Scotland, June 2014  

7.2 Self Directed Support checklist, supplement 1, for councillors 

7.3 Self Directed Support checklist, supplement 2, for council officers 
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The Accounts Commission
The Accounts Commission is the public spending watchdog for local 
government. We hold councils in Scotland to account and help them improve. 
We operate impartially and independently of councils and of the Scottish 
Government, and we meet and report in public.

We expect councils to achieve the highest standards of governance and 
financial stewardship, and value for money in how they use their resources 
and provide their services.

Our work includes:

• securing and acting upon the external audit of Scotland’s councils  
and various joint boards and committees

• assessing the performance of councils in relation to Best Value and 
community planning

• carrying out national performance audits to help councils improve  
their services

• requiring councils to publish information to help the public assess  
their performance.

You can find out more about the work of the Accounts Commission on  
our website: www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/about/ac 

Auditor General for Scotland
The Auditor General’s role is to:

• appoint auditors to Scotland’s central government and NHS bodies
• examine how public bodies spend public money
• help them to manage their finances to the highest standards 
• check whether they achieve value for money. 

The Auditor General is independent and reports to the Scottish Parliament on 
the performance of:

• directorates of the Scottish Government  
• government agencies, eg the Scottish Prison Service, Historic Scotland 
• NHS bodies
• further education colleges 
• Scottish Water 
• NDPBs and others, eg Scottish Police Authority, Scottish Fire and  

Rescue Service.

You can find out more about the work of the Auditor General on our website: 
www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/about/ags 

Audit Scotland is a statutory body set up in April 2000 under the Public 
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000. We help the Auditor General 
for Scotland and the Accounts Commission check that organisations 
spending public money use it properly, efficiently and effectively.

http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/about/ags/
http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/about/ac/
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Summary

Key facts

 

 

Over
152,000

People receiving 
social care services, 
March 2013

£2.84
billion

Spent by councils 
on social care 
services, 2012/13

Over
5,400

People receiving 
direct payments,
2012/13

£42.2
million

Funding from 
Scottish 
Government 
between 2011/12 
and 2014/15 to help
implement SDS

1 April 
2014

The start date for 
councils' legislative 
duty to offer the 
SDS options
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Background

the 
introduction 
of self-
directed 
support will 
have a major 
impact on 
social care in 
Scotland

1. Self-directed support (SDS) is a major change to the way people with social 
care needs are supported. SDS is based on the human rights principles of 
fairness, respect, equality, dignity and autonomy for all.1 This means that people 
should be equal partners with relevant professionals in determining their social 
care needs and controlling how their needs are met. SDS aims to improve the 
impact that care and support has on people’s lives by helping them to choose 
and control what type of social care services they get, when and where they get 
them, and who provides them. Social care services include supporting people 
to live their daily lives and helping them with basic personal care like washing, 
dressing and eating. The support may be intended to help someone become 
more independent, or to keep in touch with friends or activities they enjoy. 
This means they are not limited to choosing from existing services such as day 
centres, respite care or homecare, but may still choose them if that will best 
meet their needs. 

2. As well as changes for people who need support, SDS brings significant 
challenges for councils and third and private sector social care providers.2 Councils 
will have to transform the way they deliver social care by changing many of their 
processes and procedures, the way they plan and manage their budgets, and 
how they work with external providers to ensure a balance of flexible, good-
quality services. It will be challenging for councils to give people more choice  
and control over their support, and the freedom to be creative and take the 
everyday risks other people take for granted. These changes come at a 
time when councils’ budgets are under pressure owing to ongoing financial 
constraints, increasing expectations and demand for social care. As the new 
arrangements for integrating health and social care progress, this transformation 
will need to be made in partnership with NHS boards.3

3. In 2010, the Scottish Government and the Convention of Scottish Local 
Authorities (COSLA) published an SDS strategy.4 They intended councils to begin 
planning and implementing SDS from that point. They expect the strategy to take 
until 2020 to be fully implemented because of the scale of the changes required 
for everyone involved. In January 2013, the Scottish Parliament passed the Social 
Care (Self-directed Support) (Scotland) Act 2013 (the Act). The Act places a duty 
on councils, from April 2014, to offer people newly assessed as needing social 
care a wider range of options for choosing and controlling their support. People 
already receiving support before April 2014 should be offered these options the 
next time their council reviews their needs with them.

4. Social work services in Scotland have aimed to provide care and support 
tailored to individuals’ needs for several years.5, 6 Before the introduction of the 
SDS strategy, councils could already offer the SDS options to many people  
with care needs, but relatively few people have accessed support this way.  
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The strategy and legislation were introduced to make change happen more 
quickly. Each person now assessed or reviewed as eligible for social care should 
expect their council to discuss and agree with them: how they want their life 
to improve; what support they would prefer and would help most; how much 
money the council will spend on their services; and how much control they want 
over arranging and managing their support and budget. 

5. Many of the social care services provided today by councils and other 
organisations should look different by 2020 and beyond. The range of services 
available to people may differ between council areas as they should be developed 
in response to individuals’ needs and choices. These changes will affect how 
councils manage the £2.84 billion a year they currently spend on delivering social 
care services in Scotland. 

About the audit

6. Our audit examined councils’ progress in implementing the SDS strategy and 
their readiness for the Social Care (Self-directed Support) (Scotland) Act 2013. 
It focuses on councils because they have the lead role, working in partnership 
with users, carers, third and private sector providers, NHS boards and other 
organisations. We carried out our audit work between December 2013 and 
February 2014. 

7. We reviewed progress at this relatively early stage because SDS has significant 
implications for the way councils and other organisations provide social care, and 
for people needing support. We highlighted SDS as a challenge in our report 
Commissioning social care (PDF)  (March 2012). Reporting now allows us to 
identify risks and examples of good practice to help councils with implementation 
and the changes ahead. The report also highlights issues for councils and NHS 
boards to consider as they establish new partnership arrangements for health and 
social care.7

8. We reviewed councils’ plans for implementing SDS and carried out detailed 
case study work in four councils: City of Edinburgh, Dumfries and Galloway, 
Perth and Kinross, and South Ayrshire. We spoke to council managers, front-
line staff, councillors, third sector providers, and people with support needs and 
their carers. This approach means we were not able to assess progress in every 
council but we have used case studies in our report to highlight examples of 
local progress, good practice and areas of potential risk. The risks we address 
in our report are the financial and organisational risks to councils in successfully 
implementing SDS rather than the risks relating to councils’ responsibility for 
keeping people safe as they live their lives with social care support. 

9. Our audit methodology is in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 lists members of our 
project advisory group, who gave advice and feedback at important stages of the 
audit. We have developed separate checklists on our website: 

• issues for councillors (PDF) 

• self-assessment checklist for councils officers (PDF) 

http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/docs/health/2012/nr_120301_social_care.pdf
http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/docs/central/2014/nr_140612_self_directed_support_supp1.pdf
http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/docs/central/2014/nr_140612_self_directed_support_supp2.pdf
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Key messages

1 Councils still have a substantial amount of work to do to fully implement 
SDS. Some have made slower progress than others and they will have 
to implement the cultural and practical changes more quickly over 
the next few years. Councils need effective leadership from senior 
managers and councillors and continued support from the Scottish 
Government through detailed guidance and regular communication on 
how implementation is progressing across the country.

2 Councils have adopted different methods of allocating the money 
they spend on social care to support individuals. There are risks and 
advantages with each model. Regardless of the approach taken, 
councils should manage the risks carefully without unnecessarily 
limiting people’s choice and control over their support. 

3 Social care professionals have welcomed SDS because it has the 
potential to improve support for people who need it. SDS will work 
best if councils make sure that people can choose from a range of 
different services and support. Councils should work more closely with 
people who need support, and with their carers, providers and local 
communities to develop the choices that will improve people’s lives.

Key recommendations

Councils should:

• ensure that they have a clear plan and effective arrangements for managing 
the risks to successfully implementing SDS. They should monitor the risks 
regularly, and keep councillors and senior managers informed of progress 

• plan how they will allocate money to pay for support for everyone who is 
eligible as demand for services increases. They should have plans for how 
and when to stop spending on existing services if too few people choose 
to use them, and plans to develop and invest in new forms of support for 
people with social care needs

• assess and report on the short and long-term risks and benefits of the way 
they have chosen to allocate money to support individuals. They should 
monitor and report on budgets and spending on social care services. They 
should also take action to lessen the risks of overspending, which might 
mean that they are unable to provide support for everyone who needs it
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• work more closely with people who need support, their carers and 
families, providers and communities, to involve them in planning, agreeing 
and implementing SDS strategies. They should discuss with people what 
SDS may mean for them and help them to think creatively about what 
services would have the most positive impact on their lives

• work more closely with people who need support, their carers and families, 
third and private sector providers, local businesses and communities, 
to develop a strategy for what social care services and support will be 
available to people in the future. They should take account of the various 
challenges faced by different communities, for example those living in rural 
areas or areas of high deprivation.

The Scottish Government should:

• have a strategy to measure and report on:
– what councils have achieved with Scottish Government transformation 

funding
– the progress of SDS implementation
– the impact of SDS on people who need support.

• engage and maintain contact with COSLA, the Association of Directors of 
Social Work (ADSW) and other key national partners to:
– identify guidance and other activities that would help with some of the 

challenging areas of implementation, including any issues that arise 
after April 2014 and guidance on the practical issues relating to option 2 
of SDS (paragraph 31, page 18)

– coordinate development of guidance and sharing good practice
– support councils and other partners as they learn more about what 

works well and develop their approaches to SDS.
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Part 1
Planning for self-directed support

self-directed 
support will 
affect all 
social care 
services and 
is expected 
to take up to 
ten years to 
implement

SDS will have a significant impact on social care at a time of 
increasing demand and financial pressures 

10. Councils have a statutory duty to assess people’s social care needs. If they 
assess a person as needing support and eligible to receive services, councils 
must provide or pay for services to meet these needs. People with social care 
needs include children and families, people with physical, sensory or learning 
disabilities or mental health problems, and older people. The duty to meet 
people’s care needs can be difficult to manage as demand can be hard to predict 
and the amount of money available to pay for these services is finite.

11. The legislative duty of SDS comes at a time when councils’ budgets are 
under pressure owing to ongoing financial constraints. Between 2009/10 and 
2012/13, council spending on social care services decreased by five per cent in 
real terms, from £2.97 billion to £2.84 billion.8 Expectations and demand for social 
care are increasing because:

• people are living longer, but not necessarily healthier, lives

• more people with long-term or complex conditions are living longer.

12. The Scottish Government predicted in 2010 that spending on health and 
social care for older people would need to rise from about £4.5 billion in 2011/12 
to nearly £8 billion by 2031, because of an ageing population. This is unless there 
are changes to the health of the population and the way public, third and private 
sector organisations deliver services.9 

13. The Scottish Government expects councils to fund SDS from existing social 
care budgets. To do this, councils should work with their partners in the NHS and 
third and private sectors, and with people using care services and their carers. 
This will help to ensure that people get the services and support they need. 
Councils also need to make sure that services are sustainable. As they change 
the way they provide social care, councils will need to target their spending 
effectively at service users’ priorities and choices.

14. SDS changes the way people have their care needs assessed and the services 
they might receive. Previously, people had fewer choices and less control over the 
types of care and support they could receive. With SDS, professional staff such 
as social workers and occupational health staff must work in partnership with the 
person and, where appropriate, their family to identify and agree their needs, what 
difference they want services to make to their lives and what sort of services and 
support will help them to achieve it. This partnership working, where professionals 
and people who need support combine their knowledge and expertise to make 
joint decisions, is sometimes called co-production. 
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15. The council determines an appropriate budget for each person’s support, 
sometimes known as an individual budget. The person can choose to have as 
much control over their individual budget as they wish. There are four distinct 
options under SDS (Exhibit 1, page 11). There are some exceptions to the 
duty to offer the four SDS options. For example, a person may be refused a direct 
payment if it would put their safety at risk; a child or family in need of short-term 
emergency support may not be offered the SDS options; and people choosing 
long-term residential care cannot be offered a direct payment, although the 
Scottish Government is currently exploring this.

SDS aims to give people greater choice and control 

16. The traditional approach to social care has been for the council to arrange 
services for people (SDS option 3). But for over ten years, many people with 
support needs have been entitled to ask for a direct payment (SDS option 1).10 
Option 2 is an approach that many councils and people who use social care 
services have not tried before. It allows people to have choices and to control 
their support, without the responsibility of managing the money. Someone else 
arranges their chosen support and administers their budget on their behalf. 
There are few examples so far of how this works in practice. But there are many 
examples of the positive impact that controlling their own support can have on 
people (Case studies 1 and 2). 

Case study 1
Andrew in South Ayrshire

Andrew is a young adult who has cerebral palsy and epilepsy.1 He lives at 
home with his parents. He attended a special school when he was younger 
but is now an adult and wants to live his life more independently.

On leaving school, Andrew attended a local college with the support of a 
local care provider. Andrew's mother attended a local event on SDS and 
realised that this could offer Andrew more independence and choice over 
how he lives his life. His parents then contacted the council and sought a 
direct payment to employ a personal assistant for Andrew.2 They spoke to 
the provider and directly employed one of the provider's staff on a part-
time basis. Andrew was happy with this new arrangement because he 
already knew and liked the personal assistant.

Andrew now gets out with his personal assistant, who accompanies him 
to watch ice hockey, his favourite sport. He reached a huge milestone last 
winter when he went to Belfast with his personal assistant and his younger 
brother and stayed overnight to watch a big match. These activities have 
helped to give Andrew more independence as a young adult, making his 
own decisions and experiencing things many people would take for granted. 
This in turn is helping to build his confidence in other aspects of his life.

Notes: 
1. We have not used the young man's real name in order to protect his anonymity.
2. Personal assistants are care staff employed by someone to provide personal care and daily living 
support. People often choose direct payments so that they can employ a personal assistant.

Source: Audit Scotland
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Exhibit 1
How councils work with individuals to assess their care needs and arrange support
SDS is designed for each person to choose his or her services and how much control they want. 

I will arrange my 
support and manage 
my budget as a direct 
payment.1

• This option has been 
available to many 
people with social 
care needs for a 
number of years.

I will ask others2 to 
arrange my chosen 
support and manage 
my budget.

• This option is new to 
many councils and 
service providers.

I will ask the council to 
choose, arrange and 
use my budget to 
pay for appropriate 
services.

• This is the traditional 
way that services 
have been arranged.

I can choose more than 
one of these options.

• I may use any 
combination of 
options 1, 2 and 3. 
For example, I may 
have some care 
chosen, arranged and 
paid by the council 
but I can also take a 
direct payment for 
other services.

Direct 
payment

1
Budget managed 

by others

2
Traditional

care management

3
Combination of 
the three options

4

Work with a 
professional to 
assess and review 
my needs

I need
support

Work with a 
professional to 
plan my support

Decide how much 
control I want over how 
my support is arranged 
and how my budget is 
managed. I can ask for 
independent advice to 
help me decide

I may ask, or be told,
how much my budget is

Notes: 
1. My parent, guardian or someone I trust may help me.
2. This may be the council, a third or private sector social care provider or an organisation that manages people's budgets in return for a fee.

Source: Audit Scotland
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17. Many people who need social care support have said that having more 
choice and control through direct payments has been a very positive experience. 
For example, a user support organisation told us about service users who 
had previously found it difficult to organise appointments (eg, with a doctor or 
dentist) because there was no flexibility in what time care workers visited. The 
organisation also reported that people receiving direct payments said they now 
feel enabled rather than disabled, and that having direct payments was 'like 
getting out of jail'.

Councils have started to make significant changes to social care 
but progress is slower in some areas

18. Over 5,400 people received direct payments in 2012/13, but no national 
data is currently available on the number of people being offered option 2 of 
SDS.11 The number of direct payments has been growing steadily over the 
last decade but is only approximately five per cent of eligible social care users. 
Direct payments accounted for £67 million (2.4 per cent) of councils’ social care 
spending in 2012/13.12

19. The SDS strategy is a ten-year strategy, running from 2010 to 2020. The 
way councils plan and deliver social care is not expected to change immediately. 
Councils will gradually spend an increasing proportion of their social care budgets 
on direct payments or newer packages of care that people have designed through 
SDS. Our case study councils expected to take between one and three years 
to offer the SDS options to all eligible people. They anticipate that fewer people 
will choose day centres and respite care. Councils often provide respite care in a 
local residential centre where supported people stay for short periods at a time to 
give their carers a break. Councils will find it challenging to manage this change 
because some people may still want to use these existing services but there may 
be so few people using a service that it may not remain financially viable. As some 
elements of SDS are relatively new, it is difficult for councils to plan for the impact 
of these changes. This means that councils must monitor closely the choices 
people make following the introduction of the Act, and keep reviewing their plans 
to make sure they are ready to provide the services people choose in future. 

Case study 2
Families working together in Perth and Kinross

Several parents of disabled children living in Crieff worked together to 
arrange a programme of activities for their children. They felt that this 
programme would better meet the needs of their children compared to 
traditional council services, and provide a stimulating environment for them. 

This project is part of the work of 'Building Bridges', a group of people 
with a learning disability, family members and other local residents from 
the Strathearn area. The group identifies its own resources to support 
people with learning disabilities to become more active in their local 
communities, instead of only using paid council services. For example, the 
group works with local bus companies to improve the transport for people 
with learning disabilities. 

Source: Audit Scotland
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20. Councils should make sure that they have arrangements in place to offer the 
SDS options to people assessed as needing support (Exhibit 2). 

Exhibit 2
Council arrangements for implementing SDS
Councils should have the following arrangements in place as they implement SDS.

Strategies and plans for implementing SDS

Methods for working with people to assess their needs, identify the 
desired impact of social care on their lives and decide the budget for 
their support

Methods for assessing and reviewing individuals' support to make 
sure it is having a positive impact on their lives 

Information and support, including advocacy, for people about their choices 
under SDS. This includes information about, or referral to, independent 
organisations (eg, Scottish Personal Assistant Employers Network or local, 
user-led organisations such as Centres for Inclusive Living1)

Engagement and partnership working with people who need support 
and their carers

Engagement and partnership working with third and private  
sector providers

Joint working with the NHS so that people receive coordinated health 
and social care support

Note: 1. A user-led organisation is one where at least half of the management committee or 
board members are people who have experience of using social care services.

Source: Audit Scotland

21. We did not examine in detail the progress made with implementing SDS in 
each council. At January 2014, the majority of councils had documented evidence 
of planning for SDS implementation. Not all of these written plans and papers 
demonstrated a clear commitment to fully implementing all the arrangements set 
out in Exhibit 2. For example, some councils’ plans did not set out what actions 
they would take, or by when; some referred to providing information for people, 
but not seeking their views or contributions to developing SDS; and many did not 
mention joint working with the NHS. 
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22. For those councils that have done little to implement the SDS strategy in 
its first few years, there is a lot of work to do. Now the legislation is in place, 
councils should continue to implement and review their plans and arrangements. 
Our fieldwork identified:

• examples of councils identifying and monitoring risks to their 
implementation strategy, although this was not happening well enough  
in all areas

• evidence of councils monitoring the use of existing services and being 
clear about when these services might become unsustainable, as people 
choose alternative types of support.

23. It will take time for councils to move their spending away from existing services 
such as day centres, respite provision or homecare, if necessary, and towards 
giving people their own budget to spend. It can be very difficult to withdraw 
services like day centres, even when they are clearly underused, owing to public 
and political pressures. It will also take time to develop new services that people 
will want. This is particularly an issue in rural parts of Scotland where there may not 
be local alternatives to traditional homecare services. There are examples of good 
practice of councils working with local businesses and communities to manage and 
develop what services are available to people (Case study 3). 

Case study 3
Perth and Kinross Council working with local communities to develop 
social care 

Perth and Kinross Council has set up a community engagement group in 
Pitlochry. It involves:

• people who need support and their carers

• the Pitlochry Community Care Forum

• the Institute for Research and Innovation in Social Services (IRISS)

• GrowBiz, which helps local businesses and social enterprises in 
Perthshire to get started or expand

• postgraduate students from Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art 
and Design.

Group members are working together to better understand how local 
social care services are delivered. The group's aim is to plan new ways of 
providing people with the support they need. 

The group has identified what services are currently available in the 
community and recorded how people would like their care services to look 
in future. The group is now thinking creatively about how to provide these 
services in the community and has narrowed these ideas into themes and 
priority areas. IRISS has allocated a £10,000 challenge fund to the project to 
help pilot any new approaches.

Source: Audit Scotland
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Some councils have underestimated the scale of the cultural 
change and the need for effective leadership

24. Implementing SDS involves changing the way councils support people with 
care needs. This means changes for staff working in social care. For example, 
staff will have to move away from allocating people to existing services, and 
work together with people to help them choose what support they want and 
would best meet their needs. People may choose new and different types of 
support that staff have not considered before. This cultural change is at the heart 
of implementing SDS. In each of our four case study areas, front-line social care 
staff were very positive about what SDS means for people and their carers, while 
acknowledging the challenges in moving to this new way of working.

25. Achieving this cultural change is a major task for councils. Research shows 
that it is likely to take at least three years to establish a new culture.13 Our review 
of councils’ plans suggests that several have underestimated the scale of the 
changes required. They have built staff training into their plans but have no 
documented evidence of tackling the other things that matter. These include:

• having a clear, shared vision across the whole service

• giving managers and front-line staff opportunities to examine their 
procedures and contribute to changes (Case study 4) 

• ensuring leadership from councillors, managers, team leaders and front-
line staff

• developing ways of assessing the impact of the changes.

Case study 4
City of Edinburgh Council's Collaborative Inquiry Group
 
In early 2013, the City of Edinburgh Council established a staff group 
to address the cultural change needed to implement SDS. It recruited 
18 members from the main staff groups that would be involved in the 
changes, including social workers, occupational therapists, business 
support, homecare, finance, commissioning and IT. The group's remit is to:

• contribute to working out the council's approach to SDS in practice

• develop procedures and tools for all staff to use (eg, forms and IT 
systems for recording information)

• pilot and test new tools and procedures

• design and help to deliver staff training

• help other staff implement the new procedures.

The group has been working on all of these areas and by May 2013, the  
18 members had been in contact with over 500 other relevant staff members. 

Source: Audit Scotland
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Councillors and senior managers are not providing effective leadership for 
SDS in every council
26. Changes of this scale require effective leadership from councillors and senior 
managers. Yet in January 2014, councillors in five councils had not been updated 
through formal committee papers on progress with implementing SDS in their 
council, or the implications for social care and other services.14 Councillors in a 
further three councils had considered information within committees for the first 
time in late 2013 or early 2014. Nine councils had regularly updated councillors on 
progress over at least the last two years, through committee papers. Without this 
information, councillors and senior managers cannot provide the leadership and 
oversight needed to fully implement SDS.

27. In two of our four case studies, we saw evidence of effective leadership from 
relevant councillors and the councils’ senior management teams:

• Sharing a clear vision with managers, team leaders and front-line staff 
of the council’s approach to SDS and how social care services would be 
delivered in the future.

• Receiving regular, formal reports about progress in implementing SDS, and 
being involved in decision-making.

• Being actively involved in meetings and events to engage with people who 
use social care services and their carers, and providers about the council’s 
approach to SDS.

The Scottish Government has fully involved stakeholders in 
developing SDS policy but more guidance and support may be 
needed in future

28. SDS is part of a long-term aim of the Scottish Government to have more 
personalised health and social care in Scotland. COSLA and groups representing 
users, carers and providers support a move to more personalised care. A number 
of key policy and legislation developments since 2003 have contributed to this 
move (Exhibit 3, page 17).

29. At every stage of developing the SDS Bill, regulations and statutory guidance, 
the Scottish Government consulted with and involved councils, people who 
use services and their carers, organisations representing users, third and 
private sector providers and other relevant organisations. They were involved as 
partners in developing guidance and overseeing work programmes to help with 
implementing SDS and participants saw this as a very positive and inclusive 
approach. As part of that effort, the Scottish Government created a network of 
named people in every council to keep in touch by email and to meet regularly. 
This has been an important way for councils to keep up to date with the Scottish 
Government’s progress, to share experiences and learn from each other. 
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Exhibit 3
How the SDS legislation has been developed
A number of policy and legislation developments have led to the new Social Care (Self-directed Support) (Scotland) 
Act 2013.

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

2003
The Community Care 
(Direct Payments) 
(Scotland) Regulations

Feb 2006
Changing Lives: 
Report of the 21st 
Century Social Work 
Review, Scottish Executive

Feb 2010
Self-directed Support: 
A National Strategy 
for Scotland, 
Scottish Government

Feb 2012
Self-directed
Support Bill
introduced to
Parliament

Mar–Jun 2010
Self-directed 
Support Bill
Consultation 1

Dec–Mar 2011
Self-directed 
Support Bill 
Consultation 2

Nov 2012
Self-directed
Support Bill
passed by 
Parliament

Jan 2013
Self-directed
Support Bill
received
Royal Assent

Apr–Jul 2013
Consultation on 
draft Regulations 
and Statutory
Guidance

Apr 2014
New SDS
legislation
took effect:

Regulations and
Statutory 
Guidance on 
Care and Support

Guidance for :

Practitioners

Service users

Carers

Dec 2013
Response to 
Consultation
on draft Regulations 
and Statutory 
Guidance

2005
The Community 
Care (Direct 
Payments) 
(Scotland) 
Amendment 
Regulations

Jul 2007
National Guidance
on Self-directed 
Support, Scottish 
Executive1

Regulation Bill Consultation LegislationReport/guidance

Note: 1. This is guidance on direct payments, which was referred to as self-directed support at that time.

Source: Audit Scotland
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30. The consultation and close working took time. But some case study councils 
reported that delays in producing the final regulations and guidance, which 
were finalised seven weeks before April 2014, held up their progress with 
implementing some aspects of SDS. The issues that were clarified late include:

• the circumstances in which certain people would not be offered some of 
the SDS options

• employing family members as personal assistants

• waiving of charges to carers

• how SDS should work for children and families. 

However, the Scottish Government circulated draft regulations and guidance in 
advance to all councils. The delay with the final regulations and guidance should 
not have prevented councils from planning and implementing major changes, 
such as improving how they assess people’s needs and planning the services 
they expect people to choose in future.

31. Further guidance and national coordination may be required to help councils 
implement option 2. This option gives people choices and control over their 
support, but the council or another organisation arranges the services and 
manages the money for them. Although councils will want to find local solutions, 
they will all have to deal with legal and contractual issues because, under  
option 2, they formally purchase the services and have duties in relation to best 
value and procurement. Currently, all 32 councils are trying to address these 
issues without clear guidance. There is a risk that some will interpret the rules 
and regulations so cautiously that they may limit the choice and control people 
have over their own support. As councils develop their approach to option 2, the 
Scottish Government should work with COSLA, ADSW and other partners to 
provide guidance and share learning. 

The Scottish Government allocated £42.2 million to help organisations 
prepare for SDS
32. The Scottish Government does not expect SDS to increase social care costs 
in the long term. Based on evidence from other parts of the UK, it expects that 
the money councils spend on people’s individual budgets will come from current 
spending on services that people will no longer want. The Scottish Government 
recognised there may be a need for short-term funding to help councils make 
this shift in spending and transform how they deliver social care. It estimated 
that short-term funding of £42.2 million would be required to help councils, user 
organisations, third and private sector providers and others to transform culture, 
systems and approaches.15 

33. The Scottish Government allocated £24.9 million of the transformation 
funding directly to councils over a four-year period: £1.1 million in 2011/12,  
£6.8 million in 2012/13, £11 million in 2013/14 and £6 million in 2014/15. It 
specified to councils that the funding should be used to achieve significant 
progress towards delivering the SDS strategy and to ensure they were ready to 
meet the statutory duties of the Act. Councils were able to choose how they 
would use the funding to do this. The Scottish Government is using the other 
£17.3 million to support SDS implementation more widely, including:
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• developing the knowledge, skills and capability of social care staff

• providing information and guidance on SDS for users, carers, providers and 
professionals

• funding people who use social care services, their carers and 
representative organisations, and service providers to develop new and 
innovative services and ways of supporting people 

• exploring how people with long-term conditions or combined health and 
social care needs can best benefit from the SDS options, supported jointly 
by NHS boards and councils.

34. Councils are spending a significant proportion of their transformation funding 
on extra staff to help implement SDS. This information comes from a Scottish 
Government survey in 2012 and our four case studies.16 An important part of 
calculating the funding for councils was to make sure every council had at least 
enough to appoint a person to coordinate SDS implementation. Our case study 
councils had all appointed staff for this purpose.

35. Councils that are further behind in implementing SDS must plan for how they 
will continue to make the necessary changes if transformation funding from the 
Scottish Government does not continue at current levels after 2014/15. If they 
are using the funding for additional staff posts, there is a risk that from April 2015, 
a decrease in staff numbers may lead to delays in assessing and reviewing 
people’s needs.

36. The Scottish Government is monitoring the success of the development 
initiatives it funded. It has published the evaluation reports of early pilots, research 
on the costs of SDS and a survey of councils’ preparation activities in 2012. 
It has also built into the initiatives the need to evaluate the projects and share 
learning. However, it should also seek appropriate evidence of what councils have 
achieved with the transformation funding. This would help to demonstrate value 
for money.

37. In our report Reshaping care for older people (PDF)  (February 2014), 
we highlighted that the Scottish Government needs to ensure its policies are 
implemented successfully and achieve what it intends. The SDS strategy sets out 
what successful implementation of the SDS policy as a whole should look like 
(Exhibit 4, page 20). It is too soon to expect to see a major impact in most 
areas, as the changes are just taking effect for new people assessed as needing 
care from April 2014. 

38. Assessing the impact of SDS is challenging as the policy focuses on enabling 
people to design different ways of meeting their needs and improving the quality 
of their lives. These factors are hard to measure locally and even more so at a 
national level. The Scottish Government is developing a monitoring and evaluation 
strategy, including a set of indicators for councils to use to monitor and report 
on SDS implementation locally. It is important that the Scottish Government can 
demonstrate the impact of the policy, including the intended improvements to 
the quality of people’s lives. It will collect national data from 2014 to monitor how 
many people choose each of the four SDS options.

http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/docs/central/2014/nr_140206_reshaping_care.pdf
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Exhibit 4
Measures of success from the SDS strategy
The SDS strategy sets out a number of measures of success.

Better quality of life for individuals 

Radical increase in uptake of SDS and direct payments

A sustainable network of advocacy and peer support organisations

A sustainable network of independent support organisations for training 
and supporting personal assistants 

A proficient body of trained, experienced personal assistant employers 

An appropriate workforce of trained personal assistants, with regulated 
employment conditions 

Improved partnership working between people receiving support, public 
bodies and third and private sector providers

Source: Self-directed Support Strategy: A National Strategy for Scotland, Scottish Government 
and COSLA, 2010

SDS has implications for integrated services and how the Care Inspectorate 
will scrutinise the quality of social care
39. Many people need a combination of health and social care support. Under 
current legislation, an NHS board can transfer money to a council so that a person 
can receive a direct payment that includes funding from both the council and 
NHS.17 There are examples of this working well. However, there is no obligation 
on NHS boards to release funds to contribute to a direct payment. The SDS Act 
only places a duty on councils to offer the SDS options in relation to assessed 
social care needs. NHS boards only have the duty where councils have formally 
delegated responsibility for social care to the board. For example, NHS Highland 
is responsible for adult social care services in the Highland area.

40. The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 requires NHS boards 
and councils to establish new health and social care partnerships. Under these 
arrangements, NHS boards and councils will be required, as a minimum, to 
combine their budgets for adult social care, adult primary healthcare and aspects 
of adult secondary healthcare. Although the SDS Act does not apply directly to 
health services, the SDS policy will have implications for health because NHS 
boards and councils will share money, staff and other resources under the new 
arrangements. For example, councils can charge people for some social care 
services while NHS services are free at the point of contact. Councils and  
NHS boards should be clear about the implications of SDS before they put  
new partnership arrangements in place.
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41. The Care Inspectorate has an essential role in ensuring that care services 
meet quality standards. To do this, it registers care providers and inspects 
services against national care standards. It also inspects how councils plan and 
deliver social care. The SDS strategy was launched three years ago and the Care 
Inspectorate is now taking account of this in the way it inspects councils’ adult 
and children’s services.  

42. The Care Inspectorate should also review the way it regulates individual care 
services. As SDS gives people more choices about their support and more control 
over how they use their budget, more people are likely to choose a mixture 
of different services and support.18 They may purchase services from more 
than one provider, choose services not regulated by the Care Inspectorate (eg, 
personal assistants or cleaning agencies), and use their budgets more creatively 
to purchase support other than existing services. The national care standards are 
also being reviewed to reflect the new emphasis on the impact that social care 
services have on people’s lives, not just their experience of the service quality. 

43. With the introduction of the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act, the 
Care Inspectorate is required to work with Healthcare Improvement Scotland to 
review joint strategic commissioning plans prepared by the new health and social 
care partnerships. These plans should set out how councils and NHS boards will 
jointly plan and deliver health and social care services, including SDS. The Care 
Inspectorate and Healthcare Improvement Scotland are considering how they will 
inspect councils’ and NHS boards’ health and social care services.

Council staff meet routinely with users, carers and organisations 
providing care, but have not always worked together with them 
in planning SDS

44. Councils should plan and implement SDS working closely with people who 
need care and support, their carers and families, and organisations providing 
services. We saw evidence of some good user involvement at City of Edinburgh 
and Perth and Kinross councils (Case study 3, page 14). In Dumfries and 
Galloway, service users’ involvement included designing and delivering staff 
training, and developing a way for people to assess their own social care needs, 
with help from professionals. We also heard from users and user representative 
organisations that some councils have not given people who use services the 
opportunity to contribute to local SDS strategies.

45. The national SDS strategy is clear that it is about improving people’s lives, not 
about delivering services more cheaply. However, like other public sector services, 
social care finances are under continuing pressure and councils have to find 
savings in some services as well as finding ways to respond to increasing demand 
for social care. This creates a risk that communities may see SDS solely as an 
opportunity for councils to reduce spending rather than to improve the lives of 
people who need support. Councils should spend time working with communities, 
explaining the benefits of SDS and helping people to think creatively about what 
services would have the most positive impact on their lives. Without this, people 
may be less willing to think about alternative approaches to care because they 
may view alternatives simply as cost-saving measures. For example, Glasgow 
City Council extended its engagement with service users, carers and families, and 
providers after they expressed concern about implementation of the first phase of 
its personalisation programme (SDS programme) (Case study 5, page 22).
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Case study 5
Glasgow City Council's engagement with users, carers and providers 

Glasgow City Council has been implementing a programme of 
personalisation since 2010. The objective of the programme was to ensure 
a fair and equitable distribution of available financial resources to provide 
services for people with a learning disability, mental health issues or 
physical disability. The council intended this programme to:

• reduce spending on existing services by an expected 20 per cent

• redirect some of that spending to new users and services, giving 
them a fair share of the available resources based on comparable 
needs, for example to look after young people in transition beyond 
the age of 19

• contribute to savings the council had to make because of public 
sector funding reductions. 

Councillors approved the programme in October 2010, with the council 
aiming to allocate individual budgets to nearly 2,700 service users over a 
period of 18 months, starting with 1,800 people with learning disabilities.1 
Implementation actually took over three years. The anticipated speed of 
implementation and a reduction in some people's services led to unions, 
user groups, service providers and others expressing concerns. Providers 
supported the policy but felt that the council had not communicated and 
consulted adequately with providers and service users.2

In 2011, the Care Inspectorate highlighted the concerns of users, carers, 
staff and providers involved with learning disability services, and their 
perception that the council's motive was primarily or solely that of saving 
money rather than improving services.3 Since then, the council has been 
consulting and working more closely with service users, carers and 
providers by, for example:

• Running regular scrutiny sessions, where user and carer 
representative organisations and service providers challenge 
council officers and councillors about aspects of the personalisation 
programme. This has progressed from six-monthly informal scrutiny 
sessions to eight-weekly multi-stakeholder sessions, formally linked 
into the council's committee structure. 

• Continuing to invest in the Social Care Ideas Factory (SCIF), a third 
sector organisation that facilitates a range of communications 
between providers, service users and carers and the council. 

• Developing an innovative Public Social Partnership involving the 
voluntary sector and service users.

Notes: 
1.  Personalisation of social care, Glasgow City Council Executive Committee, 7 October 2010.
2.  Personalisation: Readiness and capacity to respond: A survey of providers in Glasgow,  

Social Value Lab, 2012.
3. Glasgow City Council Scrutiny Report, Care Inspectorate, 2011.

Source: Audit Scotland
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Not all the case study areas had arranged independent information and 
advice about SDS
46. People may be confused about what SDS is and what it might mean for 
them. Some service users we spoke to, and some information produced by local 
organisations for service users, describe SDS in quite different ways. They often 
confuse SDS with direct payments, when in fact direct payments are only one 
of the SDS options. This makes it important that councils provide the information 
and advice that people need to help them understand their options and choose 
the best way to arrange their support. Councils should also direct people to 
independent sources of advice and advocacy.

47. In our case study councils, some information and advice were available for 
people choosing direct payments but councils were still considering how best 
to expand this to include all social care users. There are user-led organisations in 
each area, such as centres for inclusive living or support networks, but councils 
were being cautious about investing too much in these services until they could 
be more certain of demand. Organisations offering information and advice to 
people told us they found it difficult in some areas because the council did not 
regularly provide them with up-to-date information to give users about its SDS 
processes and the services available in the area. 

Councils should work more closely with providers to develop a range of 
support for people
48. The Act requires councils to take reasonable steps to promote a variety 
of providers and support so that people who use services have real choices. 
Councils should communicate and work with providers to do this successfully. 
Councils are at different stages in their relationships with current providers. It can 
be hard to work closely with providers if there are a lot of them in a single council 
area, such as a large city. For example, they can be business competitors in some 
circumstances and yet be expected to work collaboratively together in others. 
Larger providers often work with several councils. Some told us they were finding 
it more difficult to plan their services and make changes in areas where the 
council has not communicated its plans to providers.

49. The four case study councils we visited were at different stages. For 
example, Perth and Kinross Council has been working together with providers in 
its SDS preparatory work and in developing innovative services over a number 
of years. Other councils have more recently begun to develop closer working 
relationships with providers specifically in preparation for full SDS implementation.

50. Councils also work with providers in different ways. In some cases, councils 
only provide information and may talk to providers through formal network 
meetings. In others, councils involve providers in their SDS implementation 
programmes by being represented on project boards and other forums 
and have a say in the council’s approach (Case study 6, page 24). It is 
important to involve providers as they can bring new and constructive ideas and 
experiences and can help deliver the required changes. We recommended in 
our Commissioning social care (PDF)  (March 2012) report that councils 
establish and maintain good working relationships with providers in line with 
Scottish Government guidance.19 Providers have told us that this is still not 
happening in every council.

http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/docs/health/2012/nr_120301_social_care.pdf
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Case study 6
City of Edinburgh Council's engagement with providers

The City of Edinburgh Council published a draft market-shaping strategy 
for consultation and launched this at an event in July 2013. Councillors 
hosted the event, which was attended by 60 providers. This was 
subsequently followed by over 50 smaller meetings and individual provider 
question-and-answer sessions.

There have been some tensions between the council and providers, who feel 
they were not fully involved in developing the strategy. They feel the council 
has been telling them what it expects of them without engaging them in 
considering the market as a whole, including the council's own services. 

Third sector providers in Edinburgh told us that the council is now really 
trying to work in partnership with them. They recognise that the council is 
ultimately responsible for providing social care, so it must have controls in 
place to ensure people are supported effectively and public money is used 
properly. However, they feel the council is beginning to trust them more 
and work more closely with them. 

In September 2013, the council created an Innovation Fund of £500,000 to 
invest in new and innovative services. Decisions about which projects and 
organisations to invest in were made through a Dragons’ Den approach 
in November and December 2013. The 'dragons' included service users, 
carers, third sector representatives and council staff.

The council awarded 16 organisations funding through this approach, 
including:

• small organisations developing targeted activities such as outdoor 
activities for Polish families affected by depression, story-sharing 
sessions for older people with dementia and a gardening project to 
help vulnerable people become involved in their communities

• projects that help supported people meet and make friends with 
other, like-minded people 

• a financial advice service for carers and specialist support for young 
carers

• a service user cooperative for adults with learning disabilities 
whose parents are getting older and want to see something more 
sustainable for their sons/daughters.

Source: Audit Scotland
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Providers have to change the way they work and councils can 
help by having strategies for developing services in each area

51. It is not only councils that need to change the way they work; providers 
need to change too. Third and private sector providers employ two-thirds of the 
social services workforce.20 These organisations are all at different stages in 
implementing SDS, just as councils are. They may need to:

• focus more on having a positive impact on people’s lives

• diversify the support they offer

• be more flexible and responsive to people’s choices

• be able to manage people’s budgets under option 2 of SDS

• provide more detailed information about their services to councils and 
people who need support

• manage their funding and budgets differently to help them make these 
changes. 

52. The Scottish Government has allocated funding to third and private sector 
organisations to help them develop SDS. For example, it allocated £519,846 
over four years to the Coalition of Care and Support Providers in Scotland (CCPS) 
to run the ‘Providers and Personalisation Programme’ (including separate guidance 
for users and carers, and providers). It also allocated £213,050 to Scottish 
Care, the organisation representing private sector care organisations, to run a 
three-year programme ‘People as Partners’. These programmes aim to help 
providers understand the implications of SDS and develop their services. Scottish 
Government transformation funding of £13.3 million has also supported 72 
provider and user support organisations to develop new and innovative approaches 
and to share these with other organisations (Case study 7, page 26).

All councils should have a strategy for developing services in their area
53. Councils should make sure they have the right balance of services in their 
area to meet people’s social care needs. To do this, they should develop a 
strategy that sets out the services people are likely to need in the future and 
where there are gaps in current services. This is known as a market-shaping 
strategy or market position statement. This helps both the council and providers 
to make decisions about the future. City of Edinburgh and Moray councils have 
published market-shaping strategies. If councils do not have clear strategies 
and do not work closely with providers, they risk leaving gaps in the services 
available. This risk is higher in rural or remote areas where there may already be 
a lack of choice or shortage of some type of services. The risk is also greater for 
specialised types of services that relatively few people need, such as care for 
people with Huntington’s Disease, neurological illnesses or acquired brain injuries.
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Case study 7
Examples of initiatives funded by the Scottish Government

Click-Go
The Scottish Government awarded Carr Gomm £188,199 over four years 
to develop ‘Click-Go’ and pilot it with a range of social care providers, 
including Penumbra and The Richmond Fellowship Scotland (TRFS).  
‘Click-Go’ is a web-based tool that helps people to choose their support, 
manage their budget and record their progress. Carr Gomm provides 
support for adults and children with a very wide range of support needs.

‘Click-Go’ runs on any device with internet connectivity. It is easy to 
understand and use, and helps people who receive support, and their 
families and carers, to access information and make informed decisions 
about what support they want and which worker they would prefer. For 
example, there are pictures of each worker with information about them to 
help people choose.

‘Click-Go’ allows a person to view their budget and expenditure, plan and 
request their support visits, send and receive messages from support 
workers, review and record their outcomes, and see information about the 
team of workers that supports them. People who use it say: 

'It helps me to put faces to names, and reassures me that the worker 
who is coming to my house is someone that I’ve met before.'

'Click-Go is great; it really meets our needs and is easy to work. It opens 
up a world of opportunities for supporting people with dementia.'

There are 19 organisations using ‘Click-Go’ so far and Carr Gomm  
is working with others to help them start using it too. Carr Gomm has  
35 people using 'Click-Go' and says: 'We can see the difference it is 
making: translating grey legislation into the colourful reality of choice and 
control'.

The Minority Ethnic Carers of Older People Project (MECOPP) 
This project in Edinburgh and the Lothians works to help minority ethnic 
carers to access services and support that suit their caring situation. It 
received £133,360 Scottish Government funding over four years to:

• raise awareness of SDS in black and minority ethnic communities

• provide information, advice and practical help to people considering 
SDS.

The project has hired two members of staff. One works with South Asian 
communities in Edinburgh and the Lothians to offer information and advice 
about SDS and help people access direct payments. The other is working 
in three council areas with gypsy/traveller communities to explore how 
SDS might help.  

Cont.
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Case study 7 (continued)

These two staff have identified barriers to people taking more control 
of their support and are developing information and advice to increase 
uptake, including:

• an easy-read book to help service providers understand the issues 
and barriers that gypsy/traveller people face in trying to use social 
care services

• an animated DVD and online video with voice-overs in Bengali, Chinese, 
Punjabi and Urdu to help people understand what SDS is all about

• a guide to help translators explain SDS in these languages

• individual help for people using direct payments.

 Source: Audit Scotland

Workforce issues may affect the services available for people 
with support needs 

54. The introduction of SDS has major implications for the social care workforce. 
As people choose new and different types of support to improve their lives, 
social care workers will have to develop different ways of working. The Scottish 
Social Services Council (SSSC) is leading work to implement the SDS workforce 
learning and development strategy.21 The strategy aims to increase awareness 
and understanding, provide accessible information and help social care workers to 
develop the way they work to deliver SDS.

55. In 2012, there were an estimated 191,000 people working in social care, 
excluding personal assistants.22 A third work for the public sector, 41 per cent for  
the private sector and 27 per cent for the third sector. They are mainly female 
(84 per cent). Approximately 80 per cent have permanent contracts, although  
this does not necessarily mean fixed working hours. Many workers in the third 
and private sectors are paid the national minimum wage (currently £6.31 an hour 
for adults). 

56. We heard from our case study councils that social care providers find it 
difficult to recruit and retain social care staff in some areas. This is mainly 
because there are other jobs available that pay the same or more, such as retail 
jobs. Under SDS, the social care workforce will need to become more flexible 
to work collaboratively with people and respond to their choices. For example, 
people may choose not to have the same level of support every day or every 
week. But social care jobs may become less attractive if the hours are more 
varied and flexible or there is no guaranteed weekly income.23 This may mean 
that third and private sector providers have to improve staff pay and conditions to 
attract and retain the right staff, leading to an increase in their costs and therefore 
the prices they charge.
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57. More people may choose direct payments to employ their own personal 
assistants. Direct payments typically allow people to pay personal assistants 
the Scottish living wage. The Scottish Government has made a commitment to 
pay public sector employees at least a living wage, set at £7.65 per hour from 
April 2014. Social care workers in the public sector are also paid at least the living 
wage, and normally have terms and conditions that are better than the legal 
minimum, for example annual leave or pension provision. This difference in pay 
and conditions between social care workers in the different sectors may add to 
recruitment difficulties for third and private sector providers.

58. By 2020, the SSSC will register and regulate the majority of the social care 
workforce. This means all staff will:

• have their criminal records checked regularly through membership of the 
Protecting Vulnerable Groups Scheme24

• be signed up to the SSSC code of practice

• have, or be working towards, a suitable qualification

• have regular training and development. 

59. The Care Inspectorate registers and inspects the services provided by this 
workforce. But personal assistants are not required to register with the SSSC 
and the Care Inspectorate does not inspect the services provided by personal 
assistants. Some argue that as more people choose direct payments and employ 
personal assistants, the current system will not be able to provide assurance 
that people’s needs are being met. Others argue that people should continue to 
be able to make an informed choice to employ a personal assistant who does 
not have to be registered with the SSSC or inspected by the Care Inspectorate. 
Regulating personal assistants would introduce extra administration costs and 
reduce people’s flexibility about who they choose to employ; but insufficient 
regulation, advice and help may put people at risk of not having their needs met.

60. Councils have responsibilities for all the people they support, whether 
this is through direct payments, a service provided by others, or by providing 
services directly. They must take action where necessary to ensure that there 
is a strong social care workforce in their area. They should work with the SSSC, 
Care Inspectorate, other relevant organisations, local businesses, colleges and 
communities to do this.

61. Some councils are considering ways of tackling recruitment problems. For 
example, South Ayrshire Council runs an apprenticeship scheme for social care 
workers and is working with small rural communities to match up people who 
need support with people who might be willing to be their personal assistant or 
home carer. 
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Recommendations

Councils should:

• monitor closely the activity and costs of care services following the 
introduction of the Act, as they spend an increasing proportion of their 
social care budgets on direct payments or newer packages of care and less 
on some traditional services

• review their SDS implementation plans, including identifying and monitoring 
risks to successfully implementing SDS. Their plans should ensure they:

 – have a clear, shared vision across the whole social care service
 – give managers and front-line staff opportunities to examine their 

procedures and contribute to changes
 – have effective leadership from councillors and senior managers, 

including active involvement in engaging with people who use social 
care services, their carers and providers

 – include actions that aim to change the council’s social care culture, in 
addition to core staff training

 – develop ways of assessing the impact of the changes on how 
successfully social care services improve people’s lives

 – provide regular progress reports to senior managers and councillors 
that include information about the implications for social care and other 
services

 – are clear how they will continue to implement the changes required for 
SDS after 2014/15 if Scottish Government transformation funding does 
not continue at current levels

 – work more closely with people who need support, their carers and 
families, providers and communities to involve them in planning, 
agreeing and implementing SDS strategies. They should discuss with 
people what SDS may mean for them and help them to think creatively 
about what services would have the most positive impact on their lives

• work more closely with people who need support, their carers and families, 
third and private sector providers, local businesses and communities 
to develop a strategy for what social care services and support will be 
available to people in the future. They should take account of the various 
challenges faced by different communities, for example those living in rural 
areas or areas of high deprivation

• take action, where necessary, to ensure that there is a strong social care 
workforce in their area, working with the SSSC, Care Inspectorate, other 
relevant organisations, local businesses, colleges and communities.

Councils and NHS boards should:

• consider the implications of SDS before they put in place the new health 
and social care partnerships planned under the Public Bodies (Joint 
Working) (Scotland) Act 2014.
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The Scottish Government should:

• ensure it finalises any regulations and issues effective guidance in time to 
help the relevant organisations implement policy

• engage and maintain contact with COSLA, ADSW and other key national 
partners to:

 – identify guidance and other activities that would help with some of the 
challenging areas of implementation, including any issues that arise 
after April 2014 and guidance on the practical issues relating to option 2 
of SDS

 – coordinate development of guidance and sharing good practice
 – support councils and other partners as they learn more about what 

works well and develop their approaches to SDS

• have a strategy to measure and report on:
 – what councils have achieved with Scottish Government transformation 

funding
 – the progress of SDS implementation
 – the impact of SDS on people who need support

• complete its revision of the national care standards to reflect better how 
services focus on having a positive impact on people’s lives.
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Part 2
Managing budgets

self-directed 
support will 
affect all 
social care 
budgets

SDS will change how councils manage their social care budgets 
and this directly affects the support available to people

62. Councils spent £2.84 billion on social care services in 2012/13 (Exhibit 5). 
They provide care and support for over 152,000 people. Councils provide some 
of this through council-run services and buy some from external providers in 
the third and private sectors. Although SDS is not necessarily about delivering 
services more cheaply, councils are implementing SDS while managing pressures 
from declining budgets and increasing demand. In transforming the way they 
deliver social care, councils must also find ways to ensure that services are 
sustainable, as these pressures increase. 

Exhibit 5
Council spending on social care by user groups 2012/13
Forty-five per cent of councils' social care expenditure is on older people;  
27 per cent is on children and families.

Older people

Children and families

Adults with learning difficulties

Adults with physical or sensory
disabilities

Adults with mental health needs

Other

£1,264m
(45%)

£773m
(27%)

£183m
(7%)

£94m
(3%)

£40m
(1%)

£484m
(17%)

Source: Audit Scotland analysis of Local Government Financial Returns, 2012/13

63. An important aspect of SDS is how the council calculates an individual budget 
for each person assessed as having social care needs. This is a new approach 
for most councils and involves calculating their costs in a very different way. For 
example, rather than budgeting to run a fixed number of services such as respite 
centres, day centres, shared living units, or homecare services, councils must 
now budget to pay for individual care and support services for people. 
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64. This does not necessarily mean that existing services have to close. Some 
people will choose to spend their individual budget on these services anyway, 
and others may opt for the council to choose their services for them. However, 
if enough people stop using an existing service, it may not be financially viable. 
Councils have difficult decisions ahead about what to do in these circumstances. 
They may have to:

• reduce, merge or close a service

• find a way of paying for it

• find an alternative way of running it

• change it into a service that people will choose to use. 

65. Councils should base these decisions on an appraisal of all the options and 
should take into account the effect on current users.25 These changes will happen 
gradually as councils implement SDS. But in our case studies, we saw examples 
of councils closely monitoring which services they were spending money on and 
calculating which ones are sustainable as demand changes.

66. In our case studies, we saw evidence of short-term financial planning but less 
evidence of detailed, longer-term planning. It is difficult to predict what choices people 
will make in future and councils recognise the need to monitor trends carefully. 
However, it is important that they have longer-term plans in place so that they can:

• identify if progress varies from their plans

• spot trends in what is happening

• be ready to make potentially difficult decisions.

67. Long-term planning and regular monitoring of social care spending and activity 
are even more important at present because of current pressures on budgets and 
demand for services. In preparing budgets, councils need to develop scenario 
planning so that they are prepared for events which could have a significant impact 
on expenditure. An example is an unexpected rise in the number of people asking 
for a direct payment while money is still committed to paying for existing services. 

Most councils have chosen one of two main ways to allocate 
individual budgets, each with benefits and risks

68. From April 2014, councils should be able to allocate individual budgets to 
people assessed as needing social care. The way they allocate budgets should 
make sure the council can afford to support all eligible people, both now and over 
the long term. Getting this wrong is a major risk for councils. It may result in their 
overspending their budgets, being unable to afford social care for some people, 
or providing inadequate support for them. These challenges are not new. Councils 
have always had to determine how to use available social care resources to best 
meet the needs of the local population.

69. Most councils have chosen one of two main ways to allocate individual 
budgets: a Resource Allocation System (RAS) or an equivalency model. We also 
saw a third approach at Perth and Kinross Council (Exhibit 6, page 33). Councils 
should consider carefully which is best for them, how to best meet the needs of 
local people and how to ensure that social care is sustainable in the longer term.
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Exhibit 6
How councils allocate budgets to individuals
Most councils have adopted one of two models to allocate budgets to people who need support, with Perth and 
Kinross Council adopting a different approach.

Model Resource Allocation 
System (RAS)

Equivalency model Solution-led model  
(Perth and Kinross Council)

Description Allocates budget based on a 
scoring system for people's 
assessed support needs. The 
amount of money allocated 
for each point scored is 
determined after calculating 
the total budget available and 
the projected demand for 
services

Allocates budget based 
on the estimated cost of 
the services people need. 
Councils normally estimate 
this from the services they 
would traditionally have given 
a person, for example seven 
hours a week of homecare

Allocates the actual cost of 
the support a person needs, 
which is agreed during 
assessment and discussion 
with the person's family 
and social worker or other 
professionals. Councils control 
allocation of resources through 
staff having differing levels of 
authorisation

Benefits Easy to adjust in future

Predictable total spending

Seen to be fair when 
calculations are transparent 
and based on assessed needs 
and calculated budgets

Can ensure that no group of 
users is favoured over another

Results in little change for 
existing service users who 
wish to continue with their 
current services

Predictable total spending

Seen to be fair because it is 
clearly based on the amount 
of money that would have 
been spent before SDS was 
introduced

Aim is for people to get 
exactly the amount they need 
to pay for the support they 
have agreed

Seen to be fair because it is 
clearly based on the actual 
cost of the support required

Risks Depends on knowing costs to 
calculate the total budget

Depends on having good 
information on projected 
demand

Requires a lot of development 
and testing 

May be perceived by service 
users as a rigid and time-
consuming process, at the 
expense of a good discussion 
about what support people 
would prefer

May perpetuate any existing 
inequity between user groups

Unsustainable if demand 
increases

May result in overspending if 
the support costs more than 
planned and strict financial 
monitoring is not in place

Unsustainable if demand 
increases

People's expectations may be 
raised and not met if there is a 
need to cap spending

 
Source: Audit Scotland
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70. Case study councils that have opted for an equivalency model know that 
they may not be able to sustain it in the longer term because of rising demand. 
They may consider using a RAS in future. Councils in this position should not 
underestimate the amount of work involved in developing a reliable RAS.

71. Perth and Kinross Council is allocating individual budgets by calculating the 
costs of the support required. The council intends to give people exactly the 
budget they need. It is confident that this approach helps focus the discussions 
between the person and the professional on the support the person needs,  
rather than how much these services cost. However, this approach has a high 
risk of overspending the total budget. This could mean that some people get  
the support they need and others do not. Strong financial controls are needed 
(Case study 8).

Case study 8
Perth and Kinross Council's approach to allocating people an individual budget

Perth and Kinross Council has introduced financial controls to manage the 
amount of money that front-line staff can approve.

Each member of staff has an expenditure limit and can approve people's 
budgets below that limit. If a person needs to spend more than the limit, a 
manager must approve it. Managers also have an expenditure limit. If they 
want to spend more, they must refer the individual's budget to a group of 
managers for approval.

A crucial element of this approach is frequent reporting and review of how 
much is being spent. In the early days, finance and social care staff are 
meeting weekly to review spending.

Source: Audit Scotland

Councils are already changing their contracts with external providers
72. In recent years, councils have been using more block contracts with providers 
in the third and private sectors. This type of contract guarantees that councils 
pay an agreed fixed price and commits them to paying for a minimum amount 
of service, for example homecare hours, whether they use it or not. Councils 
are beginning to change their contracts because they do not want to commit to 
paying for services people may not choose to use. Instead, they have begun to 
introduce framework agreements.

73. Framework agreements are a way for councils to provide assurance about 
the quality of support or services people choose under SDS option 2, where 
they ask the council to arrange and pay for their chosen services. A framework 
agreement between a council and a provider requires the provider to meet certain 
standards and agree to provide certain information in return for being on the 
council’s list of approved providers. The standards and information required should 
not be so demanding or restrictive that some new or innovative services would 
have difficulty meeting them.26 Providers report that some current framework 
agreements restrict their ability to be flexible in response to service users’ choices.
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74. Not all councils have framework agreements in place, but several councils are 
introducing them in 2014. In our 2012 Commissioning social care (PDF)  report, 
we highlighted that councils needed more staff with better skills in commissioning 
and procurement. Councils also need these skills to manage the introduction of 
framework contracts. 

Councils need to manage financial risks when implementing SDS

75. Given the scale of the changes involved in implementing SDS, there are 
financial risks to the council involved in moving to this new way of working. 
Councils should ensure that they have considered and set out how they  
will identify and lessen these risks as more people take on SDS  
(Exhibit 7, page 36). 
 

Recommendations

Councils should:

• plan how they will allocate money to pay for support for everyone who is 
eligible as demand for services increases. This requires regular monitoring 
of social care spending and activity. They should have plans for how and 
when to stop spending on existing services if too few people choose to 
use them, and plans to develop and invest in new forms of support for 
people with social care needs

• base any decisions on when to change or close a service on an appraisal of 
all the options, taking into account the impact on current users

• have short and long-term financial plans for SDS to monitor progress, 
identify variations between the progress and the plans, spot trends and be 
ready to make potentially difficult decisions

• assess and report on the short and long-term risks and benefits of the way 
they have chosen to allocate money to support individuals. They should 
monitor and report on budgets and spending on social care services. They 
should also take action to lessen the risks of overspending, which might 
mean that they are unable to provide support for everyone who needs it

• allow adequate time and resources to develop a transparent Resource 
Allocation System if they decide to develop one, and learn from councils 
that already have one in place

• when introducing a framework agreement, ensure that the standards and 
information required are not so demanding that new or innovative services 
would have difficulty meeting them

• ensure that they have a clear plan and effective arrangements for managing 
the risks to successfully implementing SDS. They should monitor the risks 
regularly, and keep councillors and senior managers informed of progress.

 

http://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/docs/health/2012/nr_120301_social_care.pdf
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Exhibit 7
Financial risks of SDS
There are a number of significant financial risks councils need to address when implementing SDS.

Risk To lessen the risk, the council:

Failure to enable sufficient flexibility 
and creativity in the way that people are 
supported, resulting in people's needs not 
being met well and their needing more 
support in future.

• is listening to and encouraging users, carers, families, 
providers and communities to develop flexible, creative 
approaches to support

• actively supports development of innovative solutions, both 
financially and practically

• keeps its policies and practices under review to make sure 
they help, and do not get in the way of, new and creative 
approaches.

There is not enough money to help fund 
preventative services, such as lunch clubs 
and social activities, because councils spend 
the entire social care budget on people's 
current needs. This may mean that the 
council fails to divert or delay demand for 
services resulting in:

• an increased demand that the council 
cannot afford

• people who need support not getting it.

• is working with communities to find out what preventative 
services currently exist and what is needed

• supports new and existing services, both financially and 
practically, to grow and diversify.

An unreliable RAS that is based on 
inadequate information about costs or 
demand for services could mean:

• an increased demand that the council 
cannot afford

• people who need support not getting it

• an increase in spending on crisis or 
exceptional situations.

• understands the costs of each element of its social care 
services

• identifies which elements of the total budget must be kept 
and which must be included in the RAS

• develops a good system of analysing trends and predicting 
future demand for services.

Increases in demand mean that councils that 
have not reviewed and changed significantly 
the way they provide social care for SDS, 
including those using an equivalency model, 
overspend their social care budgets.

• understands the costs of each element of its social care 
services

• develops a good system of analysing trends and predicting 
future demand for services

• develops financial plans using this information

• monitors its social care budgets closely against its financial 
plans and takes prompt action when it identifies any variation.

Running in-house services that are no longer 
financially viable, resulting in overspending on 
these services.

• knows the costs of running each in-house service and has 
calculated the point at which there are not enough users to 
financially sustain the service

• monitors how many people are using the service

• acts quickly to consider the options when trends show the 
number of people using the service is declining.

Cont.
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Risk To lessen the risk, the council:

Being tied into block contracts that are no 
longer fully used, resulting in overspending 
on these contracts.

• monitors and reviews block contracts regularly to identify 
where it is paying for services that people are not using

• if necessary, considers at the earliest opportunity the options 
for changing or withdrawing from contracts

• considers using framework agreements.

Inadequate financial controls for individual 
budgets, resulting in misuse of funds or fraud.

• has reviewed its financial controls for direct payments

• has reviewed previous misuse of direct payments and takes 
a proportionate approach to guarding against this

• has suitable arrangements for approving single large items of 
expenditure.

Disproportionate financial controls for individual 
budgets, resulting in excessive administration 
costs and in service users being deterred from 
choosing to control their support and budget.

• has reviewed its financial controls for direct payments

• takes a proportionate approach to monitoring individual budgets

• has streamlined arrangements for approving expenditure.

Higher unit costs for external services owing 
to the need for greater flexibility, resulting in 
more expensive services.

• monitors closely the choices people make

• works in partnership with providers to ensure that their 
services match what people want and that costs are kept to 
an affordable but realistic level.

People arranging their own support run  
into difficulties with their personal assistant  
or support provider and are found liable or 
lose money.

• gives people information and advice about employing a 
personal assistant, including employers' insurance and how 
to be a good employer

• refers people to a user-led organisation that can advise and 
help them

• ensures that people have contingency plans so they know 
what to do if their personal assistant is ill or does not arrive 
as planned.

An external provider fails to provide 
appropriate support or goes out of  
business because not enough people  
choose its services.

• monitors contracts with external providers, including their 
financial health

• reviews regularly the impact that support and services are 
having on people's lives 

• has plans in place to ensure that everyone who needs a 
service continues to receive it.

SDS implementation not far enough 
advanced by the end of 2014/15. If Scottish 
Government transformation funding does not 
continue at current levels, this could result in a 
reduction in staff and delays in assessing and 
reviewing people's needs.

• has detailed SDS implementation plans in place for 2014/15 
and beyond

• prioritises actions to ensure progress does not stall in 
2015/16.

 
Source: Audit Scotland

Exhibit 7 (continued)
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Appendix 1
Audit methodology

We reviewed a range of published information to inform our 
audit, including:

• Scottish Government strategy and policy documents, reports, statistics and 
financial information

• draft bill, consultations and responses relating to development of the SDS 
legislation

• reports and research by Institute for Research and Innovation in Social 
Services (IRISS), Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC), academic 
institutions and other relevant organisations

• plans, reports and papers submitted to us by all 32 councils in response to 
our information request.

We carried out case studies in four councils – City of Edinburgh, 
Dumfries and Galloway, Perth and Kinross and South Ayrshire – 
including interviews and group discussions with the following:

• council managers

• front-line staff

• councillors

• third sector providers

• people with support needs and their carers.

We interviewed staff and representatives from various public, 
private and third sector organisations including:

• Association of Directors of Social Work (ADSW)

• Care Inspectorate

• Coalition of Care and Support Providers in Scotland (CCPS)

• Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA)

• Encompass
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• In Control Scotland

• Joint Improvement Team

• Self Directed Support Scotland (SDSS)

• Scottish Care

• Scottish Government

• Scottish Personal Assistant Employers Network (SPAEN)

• Social Care Ideas Factory.
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Appendix 2
Project advisory group

Audit Scotland would like to thank the members of the project advisory group for their input and advice throughout 
the audit.

Member Position

Craig Flunkert Scottish Government

Dee Fraser Coalition of Care and Support Providers in Scotland

Beth Hall Convention of Scottish Local Authorities

Duncan MacKay Association of Directors of Social Work

Sally Shaw Care Inspectorate

Jess Wade Self Directed Support Scotland

Note: Members of the advisory group sat in an advisory capacity only. The content and conclusions of this report are the sole 
responsibility of Audit Scotland.
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The Auditor General and the Accounts Commission published their joint report, Self-directed support (PDF) , on 12 June 2014. This paper accompanies that report 
and sets out some issues that councillors may wish to consider in relation to progress in implementing self-directed support in their council. It also aims to help them pose 
questions to council officers and seek assurance about local progress and activities. 

Page references  
to main report Issue Questions for councillors to consider

Planning

Pages 5, 9-10

Exhibit 1 (PDF) 

The Social Care (Self-directed Support) (Scotland) Act 2013 places a duty on councils, 
from April 2014, to offer people newly assessed as needing social care a wider range  
of options for choosing and controlling their support. People receiving support before 
April 2014 should be offered these options the next time their council reviews their 
needs with them.

With Self-directed support (SDS), professional staff such as social workers and 
occupational health staff must work in partnership with the person and, where 
appropriate, their family to identify and agree their needs, what difference they want 
services to make to their lives and what sort of services and support will help them to 
achieve it. 

• Are all eligible people newly assessed as needing 
social care offered the four SDS options?

• Are people already receiving social care services 
before April 2014 offered the four SDS options 
when the council reviews their needs with them?

• When people have their needs assessed 
and reviewed, do social workers and other 
professional staff help them to identify what 
impact they want services to have on their lives 
(their outcomes)?

Cont.
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Pages 13-14, 31 
(PDF) 

Councils should monitor the use of existing in-house services and be clear about when 
these services might not be viable, as people choose alternative types of support. Some 
people will choose to spend their individual budget on these services anyway, and others 
may opt for the council to choose their services for them. Councils may have difficult 
decisions ahead about what to do in these circumstances. They may have to:

• reduce, merge or close a service

• find a way of paying for it

• find an alternative way of running it

• change it into a service that people will choose to use. 

Councils should base these decisions on an appraisal of all the options and should take into account 
the effect on current users. These changes will happen gradually as councils implement SDS.

• Does the council know the point at which each 
of its in-house social care services may no 
longer be viable?

 – does the council monitor use of services 
to predict whether/when this is going to 
happen?

 – does the council have plans for what to do in 
these circumstances?

 – does the council appraise all the options for 
services that may become unviable?

Pages 14-15 (PDF) SDS needs a change in the council's culture. It has to move away from allocating people 
to existing services, and work together with people to help them choose what support 
they want and would best meet their needs. People may choose new and different types 
of support that staff have not considered before. 

Changes of this scale require effective leadership from councillors and senior managers, 
including:

• sharing a clear vision with managers, team leaders and front-line staff of the council's 
approach to SDS and how social care services would be delivered in the future

• receiving regular, formal reports about progress in implementing SDS, and being 
involved in decision-making

• being actively involved in meetings and events to engage with people who use social 
care services and their carers, and providers about the council's approach to SDS.

• What is the council's vision for the way it wants 
to deliver social care in future?

• Is this vision understood and shared by 
councillors, senior managers and council staff?

• What strategies does the council have for 
implementing SDS?

• What detailed plans does the council have for 
continuing to implement and review SDS over 
the next few years?

• Do councillors receive regular updates on how 
SDS implementation is progressing?

• What are the main risks to the council in 
implementing SDS, and what are council staff 
doing to manage these?

• What evidence does the council have that SDS 
is having a positive impact on people's lives?

• How could the council engage better with 
people who use social care services and their 
carers, and providers and professional staff?

Cont.
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Pages 19-20 (PDF) Many people need a combination of health and social care support. Under current 
legislation, an NHS board can transfer money to a council so that a person can receive a 
direct payment that includes funding from both the council and NHS. There are examples 
of this working well. However, there is no obligation on NHS boards to release funds to 
contribute to a direct payment. The SDS Act only places a duty on councils to offer the 
SDS options in relation to assessed social care needs. NHS boards only have the duty 
where councils have formally delegated responsibility for social care to the board. For 
example, NHS Highland is responsible for adult social care services in the Highland area.

The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 requires NHS boards and councils 
to establish new health and social care partnerships. Under these arrangements, NHS 
boards and councils will be required, as a minimum, to combine their budgets for 
adult social care, adult primary healthcare and aspects of adult secondary healthcare. 
Although the SDS Act does not apply directly to health services, the SDS policy will 
have implications for health because NHS boards and councils will share money, staff 
and other resources under the new arrangements. For example, councils can charge 
people for some social care services while NHS services are free at the point of contact. 
Councils and NHS boards should be clear about the implications of SDS before they put 
new partnership arrangements in place.

• What are the implications of SDS for the council 
as it puts new health and social care partnership 
arrangements in place?

• Will the implications of SDS be addressed by the 
new partnership arrangements?

Pages 20-21 (PDF) Some people are confused about what SDS is and what it might mean for them. Councils 
should spend time working with communities, explaining the benefits of SDS and helping 
people to think creatively about what services would have the most positive impact on 
their lives. Without this, people may be less willing to think about alternative approaches 
to care because they may view alternatives simply as cost-saving measures.

It is important that councils provide the information and advice that people need to 
help them understand their options and choose the best way to arrange their support. 
Councils should also direct people to independent sources of advice and advocacy.

• Are people who use social care services, and 
their carers and families, involved in planning, 
implementing and reviewing the council's 
approach to SDS?

• Does the council engage well enough with 
people who use social care services and their 
carers and families?

• Does the council provide the right information, 
advice and advocacy to help people understand 
their options and make choices under SDS?

Cont.
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Pages 22-23 (PDF) The Act requires councils to take reasonable steps to promote a variety of providers and 
support so that people who use services have real choices. Councils should communicate 
and work with providers to do this successfully. Councils currently work with providers 
in different ways. In some cases, they only provide information and may talk to providers 
through formal network meetings. In others, councils involve providers in their SDS 
implementation programmes by being represented on project boards and other forums and 
have a say in the council’s approach. It is important to involve providers as they can bring 
new and constructive ideas and experiences and can help deliver the required changes.

• Does the council engage well enough with 
organisations providing social care services in 
the area?

 – are they represented on project boards?
 – are they engaged as partners in developing 

SDS plans?

Pages 31-32

Exhibit 6 (PDF) 

An important aspect of SDS is how the council calculates an individual budget for each 
person assessed as having social care needs. This is a new approach for most councils 
and involves calculating their costs in a very different way. For example, rather than 
budgeting to run a fixed number of services such as respite centres, day centres, shared 
living units, or home care services, councils must now budget to pay for individual care 
and support services for people. 

Most councils have chosen one of two main ways to allocate individual budgets: a 
Resource Allocation System (RAS); or an equivalency model. We also saw a third 
approach at Perth and Kinross Council. Councils should consider carefully which is best 
for them, how to best meet the needs of local people and how to ensure that social care 
is sustainable in the longer term.

• What approach does the council use to calculate 
individual budgets for people who have eligible 
social care needs?

• What are the benefits and risks of the approach 
the council has chosen compared to other 
methods?

• Will this approach continue to work well over the 
next few years?

Page 34 (PDF) Framework agreements are a way for councils to provide assurance about the quality of 
support or services people choose under SDS option 2, where they ask the council to 
arrange and pay for their chosen services. A framework agreement between a council 
and a provider requires the provider to meet certain standards and agree to provide certain 
information in return for being on the council's list of approved providers. The standards and 
information required should not be so demanding or restrictive that some new or innovative 
services would have difficulty meeting them. Providers report that some current framework 
agreements restrict their ability to be flexible in response to service users' choices.

• How is the council developing SDS option 2?

• Does the council have appropriate contracts or 
framework agreements to support SDS option 2?

Page 34

Exhibit 7 (PDF) 

Given the scale of the changes involved in implementing SDS, there are financial risks to 
the council involved in moving to this new way of working. Councils should ensure that 
they have considered and set out how they will identify and lessen these risks as more 
people take on SDS.

• What are the financial risks in implementing SDS, 
and what are council staff doing to manage these?
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Supplement 2 

Self-directed support 
Self-assessment checklist for council officers 
 
Prepared by Audit Scotland 
June 2014 
 
The Auditor General and the Accounts Commission published their joint report, Self-directed support (PDF) , on 12 June 2014. This paper offers a 
checklist for council officers to help them review progress in implementing self-directed support in their council. Officers should consider each issue 
listed and decide which statement most accurately reflects their current situation. This approach will enable councils to identify what actions need to be 
taken. 
The last column in the checklist can be used to record sources of evidence, supplementary comments to support your assessment or to highlight 
actions to take forward. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Assessment of current position 

Issue No  
action  
needed 

No 
but 
action  
in hand 

Yes 
in place 
but needs  
improving 

Yes 
in place  
and 
working 

 

Not 
applicable 

Comments 

Planning 

We now offer Self-directed support (SDS) 
to all eligible people when we assess or 
review their social care needs. 

     
 

 

 


 

 Adult Well Being are offering SDS to all 
community care client groups (new referrals 
and through the review process) 
 
Within children's wellbeing SDS is offered to 
new referrals within Children's wellbeing and 
at review stage for all children and young 
people with a disability. Need to roll out SDS 
offer across wider service. 

We have a clear vision for the way we want to 
deliver social care in future: 

• This vision is widely shared and 
understood by councillors, senior 
managers and staff. 

• Managers and front line staff are given 
opportunities to examine their 
procedures and contribute to changes. 

  
 


 

 
 
 
 
  


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
Plans to address this jointly by Adult and 
Children's wellbeing 
 
 
Managers and frontline staff who work with 
children and young people with a disability 
have all been involved In the planning and 
implementation of SDS. More work needs to 
happen across wider services for children 
and young people. 
 
 
Managers and front line staff have been able 
to contribute through training opportunities, 
team briefings and notice boards throughout 
the office. 



We have clear strategies and detailed, 
up-to-date plans to continue implementing 
and reviewing SDS. 

    
 

 

 

 

 


 

  We are keen to have more involvement from 
user and carers in reviewing our SDS plans. 
At present we have users and carer repre-
sentation on our SDS implementation group 
but the aim is to widen this further. 
 
Other managers throughout the service are 
also taking an active role in implementing 
and reviewing SDS. 
 
There is a clear work plan that supports im-
plementation of SDS for children and young 
people with a disability. A multi agency SDS 
steering group for children and young people 
and weekly catch up meetings allows for 
ongoing monitoring and evaluation. Gaps 
within the plan Include procurement and fi-
nance need to be addressed. There is also a 
need to address how SDS could be applied 
across the whole service. 

We have developed ways of assessing the 
impact of SDS by monitoring how 
successfully social care services improve 
people's lives. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 

 
 

  We are planning to link our outcomes and 
monitoring framework to the work being de-
veloped by the Scottish Government. In the 
interim we will continue to identify outcomes 
within individual assessments and can use a 
base line when completing the review. 
 
We are also working with JIT and Thistle to 
look at the Personal Outcomes Partnership 
and linking SDS with outcomes & integration. 
 
 Children's wellbeing SDS Officer is explor-
ing the usage of a tool called POET (Per-
sonal Outcomes Evaluation Tool) and will be 
reporting back to the wider SDS Steering 
group as to whether this we be a useful tool 
to pilot . 



Our plans address: 

• how we assess people’s needs and 
identify the impact they want services to 
have on their lives 

• how we allocate individual budgets 

• how we monitor and review the impact 
of individuals’ support on their lives. 

   
 


 

 
 


 

 
 
 


 

 

 
 
  

  
 
Our assessment process has been refined 
and clearly identifies individual outcomes 
and budgets. 
 
assessment and support planning tools that 
workers use with children and young people 
with a disability reflect this. 
 
We need to look at developing a light tough 
review mechanism for situations whereby an 
individual wishes to makes minor changes to 
their plan but does not require a full review. 
 
A resource allocation system is going to be 
piloted. weightings just need to be address to 
this. 
 
Implementation since April and therefore not 
a great deal of reviews have taken place. 
This will continue to be monitored. 
 
Social workers will continue to undertake 
their monitoring and reviewing role. 
 



Our plans address: 

• how we work with providers in the third 
and private sectors, and local 
businesses and communities, to 
develop the services available to people 

• how we work with the NHS so that 
people receive joined-up health and 
social care support 

• how we involve service users, carers 
and families in planning, agreeing and 
implementing SDS. 

   
  


 

 

 


 

 


 

 

   
Prior to implementation we held stakeholder 
events for users, carers, providers and other 
stakeholders to discuss how East Lothian 
planned to implement SDS and to take on 
board suggestions & feedback. This ap-
proach has continued on and we hosted 4 
further sessions in May & July which focus-
sed on customer’s pathway. 
 
providers have participated in a ranger of 
different events including. Ongoing planning 
and work needs to be done in this area 
 
Locally we have joint planning groups estab-
lished whose membership includes service 
users and carers to ensure we are actively 
involving these groups in our plans & im-
plementation. Phase 1 of our training mod-
ules were also co produced and it is our plan 
to continue with that approach. 
 
Representation from NHS on SDS Steering 
group for children and young people is weak. 
 
We recognise that further work is required to 
provide a more joined up approach with 
NHS. This is happening strategically but im-
provement is required in the practical deliv-
ery. 
 
SDS Steering group has representation from 
parents and carers via Family Led informa-
tion point. 



Our plans address: 

• policies, procedures, training and 
guidance for front-line staff 

• information, advice and advocacy for 
people to help them make choices 
under SDS. 

    


 

 


 

 

  We recently completed phase 1 of our training mod-
ules which included; intro to SDS, assessment for 
outcomes, support planning, enabling and managing 
risk and process in framework i. These modules were 
offered to all staff across adult well being and the 
evaluation was very positive and has provided direc-
tion about future learning & development opportuni-
ties. 
 
plans are In plan place for addressing poli-
cies, procedures, training and guidance for 
frontline staff in relation to children and fami-
lies with a disability. 
 
Phase 2 of our training will focus on internal resources 
staff who provide support in residential care homes 
and day service staff. 
 
We have completed a mapping exercise of informa-
tion, advice and advocacy services throughout East 
Lothian. We have well developed links with advocacy 
services and identified a gap in provision for people 
with a physical disability. We are in the process of 
commissioning an organsiation to provide this service. 
Advocacy organisations participated in our stake-
holder events to help their understanding of SDS in 
East Lothian. 
 
We have produced leaflets which provide information 
and advice along with signposting. 
 
Ongoing contract with LCIL to provide independent 
advice, support planning & payroll services. 
 
Limited advocacy is available for children 
and young people with a disability. Exploring 
provision of advocacy from EDG and Vocal. 
Families get sign posted to Family Led In-
formation Point for peer support information 
and advice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Leadership 

We regularly (at least quarterly): 

• report progress against our 
implementation plans to senior 
managers and councillors 

• assess the risks and actions we are 
taking to lessen them 

• monitor and report on the options 
chosen by people under SDS 

• monitor use of in-house services to 
inform reviews of sustainability. 

   


 

 

 
 

 

 
 


 

 

   
But a cabinet report is currently being pre-
pared for Senior management. There is a 
need for regular reporting of progress. 
 
Regular updates have been provided to 
Adult Well Being Management Team and to 
the councillor responsible for AWB. Regular 
updates to the council wide management 
team, health and social care management 
team and full council need to be scheduled to 
take place on a regular basis. This is being 
planned at present. How this information will 
be reported will include a risk register and 
monitoring of uptake. 
 
Weekly meetings held by children wellbeing 
allow for risks to be accessed and a plan of 
action to be taken. 
 
evidence recorded by social workers and 
analysed and reported on by the perform-
ance and service improvement team within 
Children's Wellbeing. 
 
 
 



Our staff have the time, information, 
training and support they need to work with 
people to design their individual package of 
support. 

    

 
 

 

  Staff have been offered a number of learning 
and development opportunities along with 
support from line managers to fully explore 
options with clients. Also we work closely 
with support organisations e.g. LCIL who 
also provide independent advice. The shift in 
appraoch will require ongoing support for 
staff and this is being planned. 
 
Staff have received training on assessment 
and support planning and receive ongoing 
support via supervision, briefings and ongo-
ing training. Need to roll out across wider 
service for children and young people. 

Our councillors and senior managers are 
actively involved in engaging with people 
who use social care services, their carers 
and providers. 

      This happens on an individual basis and 
through our natural planning structures in 
East Lothian 
 
Councillors and senior managers engage 
with service users and carers via Family led 
Information pint, provider AGM meetings, 
and consultation and training events. 

Working in partnership 



We fully involve users, carers, families, 
communities and service providers: 

• in planning, agreeing and implementing 
our SDS strategy (ie, not just informing 
and consulting them) 

• in discussions about SDS that 
encourage thinking creatively about 
what services would have the most 
positive impact. 

    
 

 
 

 
 

  As noted previously we have robust planning 
structures in plan which allows us to actively 
engage with all the stakeholders groups. We 
are continuing to look at ways to extend that 
engagement to people who are not directly 
connected with organisations represented on 
our planning groups.  
 
Family Led information Point is consulted on 
aspects of the SDS strategy. Parents and 
carers are also Invited to consultation and 
training sessions on all aspect of SDS plan-
ning and implementation. 
 
We are planning to do more road show type 
activities and to provide real life exam-
ples/good news stories about the different 
ways SDS can be used to help people to 
achieve their outcomes. People have told us 
that this approach has the highest impact. 
 
We are in the process of updating our 
communication plan to ensure that we are 
reaching different people and groups to help 
us plan, monitor and implement SDS locally. 
 
All parents and carers will receive support 
and tools that will assist them with support 
planning. They will also be signposted to 
other organisations that can help them think 
creatively e.g. LCIL. 



We work in partnership with service 
providers, giving them information, consulting 
them about our plans and fully involving them 
in our strategy for developing SDS services in 
our area. 

      Prior to implementation we worked closely 
with providers to provide regular updates and 
to inform our approach to SDS. Local pro-
viders were also invited to attend 2 provider 
readiness workshops hosted by In Control. 
These events supported providers to think 
about practical day to day issues and long 
term planning. 
 
We are looking at re-establishing links with 
our providers forum to ensure that SDS is a 
regular agenda item. This has been on hold 
whilst we completed our procurement exer-
cise. 

Managing Budgets 

We know at what point each in-house 
service will no longer be viable and what 
action we will take if that happens. 

  
 

    

We monitor our spending against our 
financial plans and we are ready to take 
action to avoid a potential overspend. 

   
 

  Team leaders review the budget and spend 
on an ongoing basis. 

We have assessed the benefits and risks 
of our chosen approach to allocating 
individual budgets and reported them to 
councillors and senior managers. 

We are planning to develop a RAS. To 
inform this, we have looked at how similar 
approaches work for other councils and 
allowed sufficient time and cost to develop 
it fully.  

   
 
 
 

 
 

  Cabinet report for senior managers and 
councillors is currently being prepared and 
will include information on the RAS.  
 
 
Children's wellbeing RAS has been devel-
oped. Parents have been consulted on the 
RAS and social workers are currently un-
dertaking a desktop exercise using the RAS. 
Weightings still need to be added to the RAS. 



We have decided to introduce a framework 
agreement with external providers. In the 
contracts, the standards we require 
providers to meet and the information we 
ask them for is not so demanding or 
restrictive that some new or innovative 
services would have difficulty meeting 
them. 

   
 

  Children's Wellbeing plan to have a strategic 
commissioning event In November 2014. 
This event will bring together provider and 
parents and carers. 
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